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Abstract 
This paper presents an optimization algorithm based on a meta-heuristic search inspired from the behavior of monkey. The main 
steps of the optimization search algorithm comprise climb process, watch-jump process and somersault process. The proposed 
method is a completion of the Monkey algorithm to the original steps; we have added two more: one-component perturbation and 
all-components perturbation. This way the monkeys have the possibility of accelerating the local convergence and also of 
searching better values globally. The modified algorithm for these processes have been designed and presented in the paper. The 
performance of the modified algorithm is tested on some benchmark functions. These functions are evaluated by considering the 
cases in which the problem is set as 30, 50 or even 100 dimensions. The computational results have demonstrated that the 
algorithm performs much better for solving a set of global optimization problems. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility ofthe Organizing Committee of ICAFS 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
In many real world optimization problems we usually need to use mathematical algorithms that seek out the 
solution iteratively because an analytical solution is rarely available1. The optimization problem is a primarily to 
find the minimum (or equivalently maximum) functions within certain boundaries. It refers to the best available 
function, used to solve objective applied mathematics functions. Optimization includes finding "the best available" 
values of some objective function given a defined domain, including a variety of different types of objective 
optimization and different types of domains. A wide variety of traditional optimization methods and artificial 
intelligence (AI) techniques are applied to obtain the solution of different optimization problems. However, 
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traditional optimization techniques do not fare well over various problem domains. Traditional techniques tend to 
find a local optimal solution, and sometimes these techniques could not find a global optimal solution. Evolutionary 
computing techniques are effective optimization techniques that can be used to solve “local minima” problem and 
find global optimum of the problem. Therefore, many Multi- objective Evolutionary Algorithms2,3 such as genetic 
algorithms (GAs)2, Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms4 and ant colony algorithms5,6 have been developed 
and received a great deal of attention in the literature (For surveys on evolution strategies, see3,7). GAs are widely 
used to solve different real world problems, such as for prediction of protein structures8, for definition epileptic 
seizures9, stock-index tracking10, machine scheduling11, portfolio optimization12,  time-series prediction13,14, tactical 
berth allocation15 problems. GAs and PSO are applied for optimization of power flow16. Evolutionary algorithms 
have been successfully applied in various optimization areas in order to solve many difficult global optimization 
problems.
There have been many studies on finding new methods for optimization. These methods are used to solve many 
difficult global problems17,18. Many research methods try to find the best to global problems. In this paper, the 
modified Monkey algorithm (MA+) that refers the best elements from function extreme to solve applied multivariate 
systems for optimization is designed. This algorithm approaches in optimization that gets the best elements to 
minimize (or maximize) inspired from the behavior of monkey.
The paper is designed as follows. Section 2 includes the description of proposed the modified Monkey algorithm. 
The processes and flowcharts of the algorithm are given. Section 3 includes definition of test functions. Section 4 
includes evaluation the general performance in terms of solution convergence rates on test functions. Section 5 
includes the comparative results with some existing methods have been given. Finally, in Section 6 conclusion is 
presented.
2. Modified Monkey Algorithm 
The modified algorithm based on a meta-heuristic search for optimization inspired from the behavior of monkey. 
The main steps of the optimization search algorithm comprise climb process, watch-jump process and somersault 
process. This proposed algorithm is improved to the original steps; we have added two more: one-component 
perturbation and all-components perturbation processes. The proposed algorithm in detail is listed as follows. 
2.1.  Initialization 
Initialization and evaluation is the first block of the MA+. It is necessary to initialize a position for each monkey. 
At first, M is population size of monkeys. And then, for the monkey i, its position is denoted as a vector xi = (xi1, 
xi2, …,xin). This position will be employed to express a solution of the optimization problem, i.e., the position xi and 
the decision vector x=(x1, x2,…,xn), possess the same form, i = 1, 2,…M, respectively.  
2.2.  Climb Process 
Climb process means that; the monkeys' positions are changed step by step from the initial positions according to 
new ones that can make an improvement in the objective function. The climb process is designed for using 
simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation as follows below. This process by monkey i with the position 
xi= (xi1, xi2,…,xin), i = 1, 2,…M respectively. 
1. Firstly, this process is generates a vector randomly.  
             ¨xi = (¨xi1, ¨xi2…, ¨xin)                                                                                                           (1)  
             ¨xi = (Į with probability with 1 / 2, - Į with probability with 1 / 2)                                                             (2)  
The parameter Į (Į > 0), called the step length of the climb process, can be determined by specific situations. For 
example, we can take Į = 0.001. 
2. Secondly, this process is evaluated objective function using points. 
f'ij(xi) = [ f (xi + ¨xi) – f (xi - ¨xi)] / 2¨xij                                                                                                    (3) 
The vector f'i(xi) = (f'i1(xi),  f'i2(xi),  f'in(xi)) is called the pseudo-gradient of the objective function. 
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3. Set yi =  xij + a * sign(f'ij(xi)),  j = 1, 2,…n, respectively and y = (y1, y2,…yn)                                          (4) 
4. Update xi with y provided that y is feasible. Otherwise, we keep xi unchanged. 
Repeat 1 to 4 until there is little change on the values of objective function in the neighborhood iterations or the 
maximum allowable number of iterations (called the climb number, denoted by Nc) has been reached.  
2.3.  Watch-Jump Process 
After the climb process, each monkey arrives at own position. And then, it will take a look and determine 
whether there are other points around it being higher than current position. It will jump there from the current 
position. We define a positive parameter b as the eyesight of the monkey which determines the maximal distance 
that the monkey can watch. 
1. It originates real numbers randomly that is applied from below objective function. The monkey will pass 
set of point from the current position which determines the maximal distance, when the money can watch 
between this function’s ranges is shown below; 
yj  = (xij - b, xij + b),  j = 1, 2,…n, respectively                                                                                            (5) 
2. xi supplied y that it is feasible value and check f (y) t  f (xi). Thus, f (xij) replaces according to which 
objective function value is bigger than xi. 
3. Repeats 1 to 2 until employing y as an initial position.  
2.4.  Somersault Process 
Somersault process is to give an opportunity to monkeys to find out new searching domains. Then, the monkeys 
will somersault along the directed path to the monkeys' current position according to selecting the barycenter of all 
monkeys’ current positions.
1. Randomly generate a real number (a) from the interval [c; d] (called the somersault interval), where the 
somersault interval [c; d] can be determined by specific situations. The somersault interval [c; d] in the 
somersault process governs the maximum distance that monkeys can somersault. For example, we may take 
[c; d] = [-1; 1].  
2. If a d  0, monkey will somersault along the direction from its current position pointing at the somersault 
pivot, otherwise, from the somersault pivot pointing at the current position. This process is set; 
yj  = xij + a (pj - xij) where pj = ,
1
1
¦
 
M
i
ijxM
j = 1, 2,…n, respectively.                                                       (6) 
3.   xi= y, if y = ( y1, y2… yn) is feasible. Otherwise, repeats 1 to 2 until a feasible solution y is found.          (7) 
 
2.5.  Permutation Processes 
After somersault process, one-component perturbation process allows monkeys to improve along the directed 
path to the monkeys' current position (only one at a time), which can make the monkey be stuck at some local 
minimum.  
1. Set yj = xij * (1 + 0.5 * random)                                                                                                                (8) 
For all the monkeys, several tests are performed to randomly selected components. This time, all-components 
perturbation process improve along the directed path to the all monkeys' current position with different perturbations 
to exit from some possible local minimum or to search for other (and better) minima.  
2. Set yj = xij * (1 + 0.2 * random (1, length(LB))                                                                                       (9) 
Repeat 1 to 2 until processes check the monkeys' current position according to yj t  UB (upper bounded) and     
yj d  LB (lower bounded). 
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Finally, the convergence behavior of the MA is governed by the selections of the parameters in the climb process, 
watch-jump process, somersault process. Our method is a completion of the Monkey algorithm to the original steps; 
we have added two more: one-component perturbation and all-components perturbation. The revised parameters, the 
expected value and the variance of the results obtained by 30 runs of the MA+ with the revised parameters are 
provided in Table 1. 
Table 1. Parameters in the MA+ for benchmark functions 
Symbol Definitions 
LB, UB Lower and upper bounds 
M = 10 Population size 
a = 10-3 Step length 
Nc = 2000 Climb number 
b = (UB - LB) / 100 Eyesight 
[c,d] = [-1,1] Somersault interval 
3. Test Functions 
In this section, the different benchmark functions are obtained from different research works for testing of 
designed algorithm is described. Mathematical formulas and test areas of the test functions, their important 
characteristics and common parameters are presented19. Definitions of benchmark functions are given in Table 2. 
The use of these functions for testing of the MA+ and the MA are performed in next section.  
Table 2. Test functions
This study has presented a number of benchmark functions implemented for the performances of the evolution 
algorithms. It consists of 5 problems: the different characteristics of these functions are briefly summarized as 
follows: f1 – f4 are continuous unimodal functions. f5 is multimodal minimization problem for global 
optimization.The proposed algorithm is tested for optimization by using a set of standard benchmark functions 
having 30D, 50D and 100D dimensions, a set of common parametric test problems implemented in MATLAB 
program.
4. Experiments On Test Functions 
This section presents comparison of the performances of the MA+ and MA acting on benchmark functions.The 
proposed algorithms applied to minimize a set of  problems of dimensions 30D, 50D and 100D. The simulation is 
performed using benchmark functions. Test functions include two type of functions; unimodal functions and 
multimodal functions. The results of simulation have been compared. The performances of the MA+ and MA acting 
on using benchmark functions. The population size is set to 10. We have summarized mean and the standard 
deviation of the results obtained by the proposed algorithms for the test functions evaluations over successful 30 
No Name Formulas  Test area 
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runs. The details regarding the visualization of benchmark functions (test functions) results and the number of 
function evaluations (FEs) are shown in Table 3.  
Table 3: The comparison of the performances of MA+ and MA for 30D, 50D and 100D
  Dimensions   
Functions 
30D 50D 100D  
MA MA+ MA MA+ MA MA+  
Results Results Results Results Results Results FEs 
Sphere 
Best 1.99e+02 0.00e+00 1.72e+03 0.00e+00 1.49e+04 3.29e-303 
250 Mean 3.24e+02 0.00e+00 1.78e+03 2.69e-229 1.55e+04 2.29e-150 
StDev. 5.95e+01 0.00e+00 4.72e+01 0.00e+00 4.36e+02 1.69e-149 
Schwefel 2.22 
Best 8.05e+00 0.00e+00 2.50e+01 3.90e-303 3.75e+08 2.30e-269 
250 Mean 8.80e+00 0.00e+00 2.65e+01 1.62e-163 3.85e+015 1.10e-102 
StDev. 4.45e-01 0.00e+00 1.30e+00 0.00e+00 7.30e+015 3.50e-102 
Schwefel 1.2 
Best 4.65e+03 0.00e+00 4.50e+04 0.00e+00 8.05e+05 1.90e-295 
150 Mean 5.60e+03 4.40e-229 4.90e+04 6.70e-202 8.75e+05 7.85e-116 
StDev. 5.09e+02 0.00e+00 2.65e+03 0.00e+00 3.24e+04 2.50e-115 
Schwefel 2.21 
Best 1.72e+02 6.75e-294 5.55e+02 6.80e-120 3.19e+03 3.01e-69 
250 Mean 1.84e+02 1.96e-137 5.96e+02 9.66e-81 3.35e+03 4.20e-31 
StDev. 9.62e+00 3.35e-137 3.85e+01 1.75e-80 1.39e+02 7.25e-31 
Ackley 
Best 5.73e+00 4.44e-15 8.26e+00 4.44e-15 1.30e+01 4.44e-15 
100 Mean 5.95e+00 5.75e-15 8.44e+00 6.69e-15 1.35e+01 8.20e-15 
StDev. 1.55e-01 4.15e-15 1.71e-01 7.10e-15 1.55e-01 7.95e-15 
 
The next stage, the comparative results of the algorithms are simulated the performance of the MA+ and MA for 
only 100D. The use of modified algorithm approach allows it to speed up the learning of the system with faster 
convergence rates. The details regarding the simulation of the test function results are given as follows: 
1) Sphere function 
 
Fig.1. Sphere function for 100D 
2) Schwefel function 2.22 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Schwefel function 2.22 for 100D 
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3) Schwefel function 1.2 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Schwefel function 
1.2 for 100D  
4) Schwefel function 2.21 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig.4. Schwefel function 2.21 for 100D 
5) Ackley function  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. Ackley function for 100D 
The comparative results of the algorithms demonstrate that the performance of the modified algorithm improves 
upon the Monkey algorithm. The performance of MA+ was obtained with much well convergence process for all 
these test functions.  
5. Comparison with Evolutionary Algorithms  
This section presents a comparison of the performances of the MA+ with an improved differential evolution 
(DE) algorithm and three other-algorithms: JADE (w/o archive) and JADE (with archive) updating control parameters in an 
adaptive manner and a new adaptive DE, jDE which is based on the classic “DE/rand/1/bin” using test functions 
given in above section. These algorithms were tested on 5 benchmark functions for 30D and 100D dimensions. We 
set the population size to be 100 and 400 in the case of D = 30, and D = 100 respectively21.  
In order to make comparisons of the test functions at the same initial conditions, we have set the number of 
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function evaluations (FEs). The dimension is set to D = 30D for all 5 benchmark functions. The mean and the 
standard deviation of the results obtained by each algorithm for f1–f5 are summarized in Table 4. 
Table 4. The comparative results for 30D
Functions MA+ JADE  w/o
archive
JADE with 
archive
jDE DE FEs 
f1 
Mean 0.0e+00 1.8e–60  1.3e–54 2.5e–28 9.8e–14  1500 StDev. 0.0e+00 8.4e–60 9.2e–54 3.5e–28 8.4e–14 
f2 
Mean 0.0e+00 1.8e–25  3.9e–22 1.5e–23  1.6e–09  2000 StDev. 0.0e+00 8.8e–25 2.7e–21 1.0e–23 1.1e–09 
f3 
Mean 0.0e+00 5.7e–61  6.0e–87  5.2e–14 6.6e–11  5000 StDev. 0.0e+00 2.7e–60 1.9e–86 1.1e–13 8.8e–11 
f4 
Mean 0.0e+00 8.2e–24  4.3e–66  1.4e–15  4.2e–01  5000 StDev. 0.0e+00 4.0e–23 1.2e–65 1.0e–15 1.1e+00 
f5 
Mean 4.4e–15 4.4e–15  4.4e–15  4.7e–15  9.7e–11  2000 StDev. 0.0e+00 0.0e+00 0.0e+00 9.6e–16 5.0e–11 
 
The obtained results demonstrate that the overall performance of the MA+ is better for the problems; f1 - f5 (be 
marked in boldface): the MA+ works better for the relatively low dimensional problems (D = 30D). JADE (w/o archive) 
and JADE (with archive) are better on problem f5. The MA+ always performs better than JADE, jDE and DE in most of 
optimization problems.  
In second stage the performances of the MA+ were also compared with the performance of JADE, jDE and DE 
algorithms for optimization of 5 standard benchmark functions with D=100 and we have set the number of function 
evaluations (FEs). The mean and the standard deviation of the results obtained by each algorithm for benchmark 
functions are summarized. The details regarding the visualization of test functions results are shown in Table 5.    
Table 5. The comparative results for 100D 
Functions MA+ JADE  w/o
archive
JADE with 
archive
jDE DE FEs 
f1 
Mean 0.0e+00 1.2e–48 5.4e–67 5.0e–15 3.5e+01 2000 StDev. 0.0e+00 1.5e–48 1.6e–66 1.7e–15 9.6e+00 
f2 
Mean 0.0e+00 1.1e–41 9.2e–51 4.1e–15 2.3e+00 3000 StDev. 0.0e+00 5.1e–41 2.2e–50 1.1e–15 5.6e–01 
f3 
Mean 0.0e+00 1.2e–26 2.2e–37 5.4e–02 2.1e+05 8000 StDev. 0.0e+00 2.0e–26 2.5e–37 2.7e–02 3.1e+04 
f4 
Mean 2.88e-237 1.9e–02 3.2e–71 3.1e–09 9.3e+01 15000 StDev. 0.00e+00 1.5e–02 8.3e–71 5.9e–10 2.8e+00 
f5 
Mean 4.4e–15 8.9e–15 8.0e–15 9.9e–14 1.3e–01 3000 StDev. 0.0e+00 2.1e–15 0.0e+00 2.0e–14 2.4e–02 
The comparative results demonstrate that the overall performance of the MA+ is better for the problems; f1-f5 (be 
marked in boldface): the MA+ works better for the relatively dimensional problems (D = 100D). In order to make 
comparisons of the test functions at the same initial conditions, we have set the same number of function evaluations 
to the results given in Table 5.  
6. Conclusion 
This paper proposes the modified Monkey algorithm (MA+) is designed for solving optimization problems. The 
designed algorithm is based on a meta-heuristic search for optimization algorithm inspired from the behavior of 
monkey. The main steps of the optimization search algorithm comprise climb process, watch-jump process and 
somersault process. This proposed optimization search algorithm is modified to the original steps; we have added 
two more: one-component perturbation and all-components perturbation processes. By means of modified algorithm 
allows to speed up the learning of the system and respectively to decrease training time of the system with a faster 
convergence rates for optimization problems. The performances of the modified Monkey algorithm (MA+) and the 
Monkey algorithm (MA) are compared acting on specific benchmark functions in this paper. The comparative 
results of the algorithms demonstrate that the performance of the modified algorithm improves upon the Monkey 
algorithm. 
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